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Abstract

Ozone remains one of the most recalcitrant air pollution problems in the US. Hourly emissions fields
used in air quality models (AQM) generally show less temporal variability than corresponding
measurements. In order to understand how the daily cycle of estimated emissions affects modeled ozone,
we analyzed the effects of altering all anthropogenic emissions’ temporal distributions by source group
on 2002 summer-long simulations of ozone using the Community Multi-Scale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) v4.5 and the carbon bond IV (CBIV) chemical mechanism with a 12 km grid. We find that when mobile source emissions were made constant over the course of a day, 8-hour maximum ozone predictions changed by ±7 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) in urban areas on days when ozone concentrations greater than 80 ppbv were simulated in the base case. Increasing the temporal variation of point sources resulted in ozone changes of +6 and –6 ppbv, but only for small areas near sources. Changing the daily cycle of mobile source emissions produces substantial changes in simulated ozone, especially in urban areas at night; implications for abatement strategy are discussed.

Brief
Nine simulations are conducted with an air quality model in order to analyze the sensitivity of modeled ozone to the temporal distribution of emissions source groups.

1. Introduction
Ozone concentrations exceeding the 0.08 parts per million by volume (ppmv) 8-hour average National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) are a longstanding problem in many Northeast urban/suburban areas (1). Ozone forms in a photochemical mechanism involving nitrogen oxides (NO_x) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that is driven by high temperatures and sunlight (2). Now that the 75 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) 8-hour average standard has been put forth, there is additional pressure on policy makers to create effective emissions control strategies of these precursor species on a local and regional level. Because overall emissions have decreased significantly following the NO_x SIP call and the introduction of lower emitting vehicles to the fleet, many regulators are focusing on reducing emissions at peak ozone forming hours. For example, in 2007 the states of the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) signed a memorandum of understanding to reduce emissions from peaking units on high electrical demand days (HEDD). These units are otherwise largely unregulated, often the dirtiest units in the region, and operate on the hottest days of the year.
Air quality models (AQMs) that simulate chemistry, transport, and atmospheric removal processes of multiple pollutants including trace gases and aerosols, are an important tool for studying ozone. They have been used for decision support, regulatory attainment analysis, creation of emissions control strategies and experiments in atmospheric chemistry and transport (3). Although in many instances AQMs satisfactorily replicate ozone when compared to surface observations (4-8), the simulations are subject to uncertainty (9) resulting from parameterizations and approximations embedded in the model algorithms and chemical mechanisms, as well as inaccuracies in the meteorological and emissions inputs (9-12). Emissions inventories, reported as annual or daily average values, must be broken up into the hourly fluxes required by AQMs using generalized temporal distributions. Emissions estimates used in the model are less variable than corresponding measurements from continuous emissions monitors (CEM) and field campaigns would imply (11-13). Peaking units, for instance, are not currently represented in the model. We would like to know what affect the temporal variability of emissions has on ozone in the model in order to understand the results of implementing detailed emissions control strategies that target time of day.

In a previous study, Tao et al. (2004) compared a uniform simulation in which anthropogenic emissions did not vary from hour-to-hour to a time-varying simulation in which the emissions varied according to temporal profiles included in National Emissions Inventory (NEI) estimates. Their goal was to determine if the effect of misrepresentation of temporal distributions was large enough to warrant the added expense of obtaining better distributions. They found that, when uniform temporal profiles are used on a regional scale (with 90 km resolution), the change in the weeklong average hourly ozone concentration from the time-varying case over the U.S. was very small during the day. Regression and frequency distribution analysis showed that the two simulations agreed well for higher ozone concentrations but not for lower ozone concentrations. While altering all anthropogenic emissions is warranted for analyzing the overall usefulness of an inventory, this does not result in information that is helpful for developing emissions control strategies because rarely are controls applied to every category of emissions. Instead
regulators begin by analyzing source categories that have similar properties and then work down to specific industries or polluting processes.

In this work we will continue to analyze the sensitivity in the model to altering temporal distributions of emissions. However this study will focus on the Eastern U.S. and implement a smaller grid size in order to capture urban effects. We will look at the temporal sensitivities individually of the four major source categories of anthropogenic emissions (area, point, on-road mobile, and non-road mobile sources) as a cursory look at the sensitivity in the model to similar emissions sources.

2. Methodology

Modeling Domain. In this work, a 12 km grid covering the eastern half of the U.S. was used. It was nested within a 36 km grid that covered the continental U.S. and provided the boundary conditions for the finer grid. The 36 km simulation was conducted only once, with boundary conditions provided by a global simulation with the GEOS-CHEM model. Thus each 12 km simulation had the same boundary conditions. A Lambert Conformal grid projection centered at 40N and 97W with the lower left corner located at 264 km west and 888 km south of the center defined the 12 km grid, which contained 172 x172 grid cells. A terrain following \( \sigma \) coordinate defined 22 layers from the surface to roughly 30 km. The first twelve layers fell within the bottom 1.5 km of the atmosphere.

Emissions. We modeled three daily temporal profiles of emissions from area, point, on-road mobile, and non-road mobile sources: a “uniform” temporal profile in which the emissions were the same from hour to hour, a “base” temporal profile, which utilized the temporal distribution provided in the inventories, and an “increased variability” temporal profile in which 50% of nighttime emissions were added to the daytime in order to increase the relative peak during the day and the magnitude of the daily fluctuation in emissions. The uniform and increased variability scenarios were chosen to test the limits of the models sensitivity, and are not meant to represent realistic control strategies. Biogenic emissions were not altered because known sensitivities to temperature, radiation, and relative humidity drive the diurnal variation. In total, nine simulations were conducted with different combinations of emissions
temporal profiles listed in Table 1. The emissions in each grid cell at any hour may be different in each simulation, but the total emissions integrated over the length of the simulation remained the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run Name</th>
<th>Run Code</th>
<th>Area Temporal Profile</th>
<th>Point Temporal Profile</th>
<th>Non-road Temporal Profile</th>
<th>Mobile Temporal Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Case</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Uniform</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Uniform</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-road Uniform</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Uniform</td>
<td>MU</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Increased Variability</td>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Increased Variability</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Increased Variability</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Increased Variability</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-road Increased Variability</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Increased Variability</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Increased Variability</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Increased Variability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of simulations and emissions combinations.

A 2002 emissions inventory (EI) provided by the following four regional planning organizations was processed with the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) v2.2 processor (15): the Mid-Atlantic/Northeast Visibility Union (MANE-VU), the Mid-West Regional Planning Organization (MRPO), the Visibility Improvement State and Tribal Association of the Southeast (VISTAS), and the Central Regional Air Planning Association (CENRAP). The 2002 EI was developed to support the 8-hour ozone NAAQS attainment demonstration State Implementation Plans (SIP) in the eastern U.S. Details of the inventory and emissions processing can be found in NYSDEC (2006a, 2007) and Pechan (2006).

**Meteorology.** The meteorological fields were generated for the domain with the Penn State/NCAR 5th Generation Mesoscale Model 5 (MM5) v3.6 (19) by the University of Maryland in support of the 8-hour
ozone SIPs. Details and analysis of the simulation can be found in NYSDEC (2006b), and a brief
description of the simulation details is given in Supporting Information I.

**Air Quality Model.** The emissions and meteorology were used as inputs into the Community
Multiscale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) v4.5 (21). CMAQ is a three-dimensional Eulerian grid model
that simulates atmospheric chemistry, aerosol formation and dynamics, transport of pollutants, and
pollutant removal processes. In this implementation, the carbon bond IV (CBIV) gas-phase chemical
mechanism (22) and the AE3/ISOROPPIA aerosol reaction scheme were used along with the Euler
backward iterative (EBI) solver. Daily photolysis rate constant lookup tables were generated with the
JPROC software included in CMAQ. The Piecewise Parabolic Method was used as the horizontal
advection algorithm. The simulation began on May 1st with clean initial conditions and ended on
September 15. The seasonal simulation allows us to evaluate the model over different time scales and
meteorological conditions (23). The first 15 days were taken as spin up, and not used in the analysis.

**Observational Data & Model Performance Evaluation.** A model performance evaluation was
carried out on the base case simulation during the 8-hour NAAQS attainment demonstration SIP using a
comprehensive set of measurements at the surface and aloft. Details of the assessment and a list of the
various national and regional measurement networks can be found in NYSDEC (2006c). Simulated
concentrations of the following species in Virginia and the Ozone Transport Region (OTR) (comprised
of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Northern Virginia, and the District of Columbia) were analyzed:
ozone, particulate matter less than 2.5 μm (PM2.5), CO, NOx, SO2, and non-methane hydrocarbons, as
well as wet deposition rates of SO4^{2-}, NH4^{+}, and NO3^{-}. The threshold statistics listed in Table S1
(Supporting Information) suggested by EPA (25) for model performance evaluation were calculated for
ozone when model and measurement data were paired in time and space (without interpolation). The
data from July 6-9 were excluded because long-range transport of pollutants from forest fires taking
place in Quebec was not accounted for in the model. A summary of the results from this study and the
model performance evaluation conducted by Eder et al. (2006) for the continental U.S. can be found in Supporting Information II.

3. Results

**Emissions.** Typical day (August 21, 2002) domain total hourly NO\textsubscript{x} emissions are shown in Figure 1 for the nine simulations. In Figure 1(a), changing the diurnal variation of mobile sources to uniform has the greatest change on the domain total NO\textsubscript{x} diurnal variation. The MU case has an up to 50% increase in emissions at night, and a 10-20% decrease in emissions during the day, while the AU, PU, and NU cases increase nighttime NO\textsubscript{x} emissions by up to 10% and decrease daytime NO\textsubscript{x} emissions by up to 4%. This is expected because mobile source emissions contain the most temporal variability in the NO\textsubscript{x} base case inventory (Figure 2). In Figure 1(b), increasing the temporal variation of point sources has the greatest change from the base case because point sources make up the largest fraction of the NO\textsubscript{x} base case inventory at night (Figure 2). The PI case has an up to 25% decrease in emissions at night, and an up to 13% increase in emissions during the day, while in the other three increased variability simulations’ NO\textsubscript{x} emissions decrease by up to 8% at night and increase by up to 6% during the day. There is very little change in the domain total VOC emissions’ diurnal variation when the temporal variation of the four emissions sectors are altered because biogenic emissions, which were not altered, make up 74% and 84% of the total base case VOC emissions inventory during the nighttime and daytime, respectively (Figure 2).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** The August 21, 2002 domain total hourly NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for the (a) Base Case (BC), Area Uniform (AU), Mobile Uniform (MU), Point Uniform (PU), and Non-road Uniform (NU) simulations,
and the (b) Base Case (BC), Area Increased Variability (AI), Mobile Increased Variability (MI), Point Increased Variability (PI), and Non-road Increased Variability (NI) sensitivity simulations.

**Figure 2.** The base case domain total nighttime (12:00 am - 7:00 am EST and 7:00 pm - 12:00 pm EST) and daytime (7:00 am – 7:00 pm EST) NOx (left) and VOC (right) emissions by emissions sector on August 21, 2002. In the NOx base case emissions inventory, mobile source emissions contain the most temporal variability, while point source emissions make up the largest fraction of the inventory at night. Because biogenic emissions dominate the VOC emissions inventory, there is very little change in the domain total VOC emissions’ diurnal variation when the temporal variations of the four anthropogenic emissions sectors are altered.

**Regional Sensitivity to Uniform Temporal Distributions.** Deviations from the base case in the daily 8-hour maximum ozone concentration (8HRMAX) by the AU, PU, MU, and NU simulations are taken to be measures of sensitivity in the model predictions to errors in the model inputs, namely the temporal distributions of the emissions sectors, assuming that the base case is a best estimate of emissions. The largest sensitivities averaged over the duration of the simulation occur when the mobile emissions’ temporal distributions are made uniform (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The average and standard deviation in time and space of the MU sensitivities were -0.4 ± 0.4 ppbv, while the AU, PU, and NU sensitivities were 0.1 ± 0.1 ppbv, -0.1 ± 0.09 ppbv, and -0.2 ± 0.2 ppbv, respectively. The sensitivities from the area, point, and non-road source categories were much smaller in magnitude and area of
influence in comparison to mobile sources, probably because of the small change in emissions. Therefore, the subsequent analysis will focus on the MU simulation.

The sensitivity of the 8HRMAX averaged in time in the MU case was calculated for two subsets of conditions: 1) when an 8HRMAX of 50-80 ppbv occurred, and 2) when greater than 80 ppbv occurred in the base case (Figure 3). The largest sensitivities occur in the latter case. Over land, there is a \(-7\) ppbv \((-6\%)\) change in urban/suburban areas, and offshore the sensitivities reach \(+7\) ppbv \((+6\%)\) in the North Atlantic. Likewise, in the Northeast industrial corridor and in urban centers in the south, where sensitivities are negative, the number of days (out of the 123 day simulation) where the 8HRMAX exceeds 80 ppbv decreases by 5-8 days from 20-30 days in the base case (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
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**Figure 3.** The mean difference between the MU simulation and the base case 

\[
\left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{\text{Mobile uniform} - \text{base case}} \right)
\]

in the daily 8HRMAX in each grid cell from May 15 to September 15 when a) greater than 80 ppbv occurs in the base case, and b) between 50 and 80 ppbv occurs in the base case.

When comparing the frequency distributions of the 8HRMAX in urban and rural areas, we see once again that the greatest sensitivities in the MU case occur in urban areas, close to the source of the emissions, and at high ozone concentrations (Figure S3, Supporting Information). While in rural areas
the frequency distributions for the MU case and the base case remain similar, in urban areas the fraction of 70-95 ppbv 8HRMAX concentrations decrease, and the fraction of 40-60 ppbv 8HRMAX concentrations in the MU simulation increases from the base case, indicating an overall downward shift in urban ozone concentrations.

**Regional Sensitivity to Increased Variation in Temporal Distributions.** When the diurnal variation of each sector of emissions is increased, smaller sensitivities than the uniform cases are observed on average across the board. The increased temporal variability of area and non-road sources has very little effect, corresponding to the small change in emissions. The domain wide average 8HRMAX sensitivities are $0.05 \pm 0.07$ and $0.06 \pm 0.1$ ppbv, respectively. The map of sensitivities shows less than 1 ppbv change throughout the domain. Similarly, the 8HRMAX sensitivity of mobile sources averaged in time and space is $0.09 \pm 0.2$ ppbv. When the base case predictions are binned into the 50 to 80 ppbv and greater than 80 ppbv levels, the average differences between the base case and MI case are $0.08 \pm 0.2$ ppbv and $0.02 \pm 0.5$ ppbv, respectively. Consequently, the rural and urban frequency distributions of the 8HRMAX for the MI case do not significantly change from the base case. These small domain wide average sensitivities are slightly misleading, because in some localized areas that are designated as non-attainment areas, and where high ozone occurs in the model there is still an effect (Figure S4, Supporting Information). For example, in the Atlanta area, compared to the base case, up to 5 more exceedances than the base case of the 80 ppbv 8HRMAX level occur as a result of a 2 ppbv increase in ozone, on average (Figure S5, Supporting Information).

Increasing the temporal variation of point sources also results in small sensitivities averaged in time and space: $0.04 \pm 0.3$ ppbv (all days), $0.3 \pm 0.03$ ppbv (when greater than 80 ppbv is predicted), and $0.03 \pm 0.4$ ppbv (when 50-80 ppbv is predicted). However, larger localized sensitivities in the greater than 80 ppbv bin on the order of +6 ppbv occur near Atlanta, Birmingham, Knoxville, and Nashville (Figure 4). In the Ohio River Valley, small areas of +6 and –6 ppbv sensitivity occur adjacent to each other,
suggesting that, in the model, the effects of changes in emissions from the large point sources located in this region for the most part remain close to the source.

**Figure 4.** The mean difference between the PI simulation and the base case in the daily 8HRMAX in each grid cell when ozone concentrations greater than 80 ppbv occur in the base case. In the Ohio River Valley, small areas of +6 and –6 ppbv sensitivity occur adjacent to each other, suggesting that, in the model, the effects of changes in emissions from the large point sources remain close to the source. This result, along with the large sensitivities concentrated in urban areas from the MU simulation, is in agreement with the spatial correlation analysis conducted by Gilliland et al. 2008. They found that when emissions in the model are changed according to measurements before and after the NO\textsubscript{x} SIP Call, the subsequent changes in ozone concentrations are a result of changes in emissions sources that are close by rather than transported emissions. In the same study, a comparison of CMAQ to ground observations suggests that CMAQ underestimates the e-folding distance and the effects of transported ozone and emissions from elevated point sources (26-29). Therefore, it is likely that the area and magnitude of the sensitivities in the PI and MU simulations are underestimated.

**Local Sensitivities.** Baltimore in the Northeast and Atlanta in the South were selected for further analysis based on the results of the regional sensitivities. Average hourly ozone measurements at three
monitoring sites near each of the cities were compared to each of the sensitivity simulations: two monitoring sites within the Photochemical Assessment Monitoring Stations (PAMS) network, and one within the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET). The CASTNET sites, Arendtsville near Baltimore and Sand Mountain near Atlanta, are located in remote areas and provide data on rural ozone levels. The PAMS monitoring stations are located within and downwind of polluted areas where emissions of precursors and their effects can be observed. Specifically, Essex and Tuckers, the PAMS type 2 sites for Baltimore and Atlanta, respectively, are located within the area of maximum emissions levels. Aldino and Conyers, the PAMS type 3 sites, are situated in a location that is primarily downwind of the maximum emissions from Baltimore and Atlanta, respectively. A map of the locations of the six selected sites is shown in Figure S7, Supporting Information. Site descriptions can be found at http://www.epa.gov/oar/oaqps/pams/ and http://www.epa.gov/castnet/site.html.

Overall, the largest effect on the modeled hourly ozone values at the surface sites in Baltimore and Atlanta occurs at night when mobile emissions are temporally uniform. The increased nighttime emissions from the mobile source group, which are rich in NO\textsubscript{x}, in the MU case, build up locally during typically stagnant conditions and cause ozone destruction via NO\textsubscript{x} titration. At the Essex and Tucker sites, located within the area of primary emissions, the MU simulation causes hourly ozone values at night to decrease from the base case by up to 10 ppbv. Yet, compared to observations, the MU simulation has better model performance at night than the base case (Figure 5). Conversely, when mobile source temporal variations are increased and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions decrease at night, at these sites, the MI simulation nighttime ozone values are slightly higher than the base case.

At the Aldino site, downwind of Essex, the nighttime hourly ozone values predicted in the base case are close to measurements. Thus, increasing NO\textsubscript{x} emissions at night in the MU simulation results in underestimated ozone at this time. Also, at this site, the model predicts the ozone maximum one hour earlier than the measurements. When the diurnal variation of the emissions is changed in the sensitivity simulations, there is no change in when the peak ozone values occurs (Figure 5). At the Conyers site,
similar to the Tucker site, the model reproduces the diurnal variation of ozone, but overestimates ozone at night. Likewise, the MU simulation lowers the nighttime ozone concentrations from the base case at this site, although ozone predictions remain ~10 ppbv greater than observations (Figure 5).

Capturing the diurnal variation of ozone, especially the nighttime minimum, is dependent on the meteorological model’s ability to simulate the diurnal variation of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Unfortunately, few temporally and spatially detailed boundary layer observation datasets exist that can be used to validate model results. However, Berman et al. (1999) were able to study mixing depths in the Northeast using six rawinsonde stations that conducted soundings every four hours, four radio acoustic sounder system (RASS) sites, and 44 surface stations during the summer of 1995. Rao et al. (2003) evaluated the mixing height from a MM5 simulation of this time period using the Blackadar PBL scheme with the sounding data from the Berman et al. (1999) study and found good agreement at night. Although the Rao et al. (2003) comparison is for a different model year than this study, the acceptable model performance by MM5 of the other observed meteorological variables in this work lends some credence to the assumption that MM5 and the Blackadar PBL scheme do a reasonable job at reproducing nocturnal mixing heights. It follows that the overestimation of nighttime ozone by the base case at the PAMS type 2 sites may be the result of another weakness in the model.

The lower nighttime ozone values at the Essex and Tucker sites in the temporally uniform simulations, especially the MU case, suggest that underestimated NO\textsubscript{x} emissions and/or overestimated losses of NO\textsubscript{x} at night may also play a role in the nighttime over prediction of ozone by CMAQ in urban areas. This reasoning is appropriate for the Essex site where the NO\textsubscript{x} model performance improves in the MU case. The base case underestimates observed nighttime NO\textsubscript{x} concentrations by 38%, while the MU case underestimates nighttime NO\textsubscript{x} by 10%. However, at the Tucker site, the base case nighttime NO\textsubscript{x} concentrations agree well with observations, except for over predictions at the beginning of the evening, while the MU case over predicts nighttime observations by 95%.
At the rural CASTNET sites, Arendtsville and Sand Mountain, the model has a low bias during the day. At night, the model underestimates ozone over Arendtsville, and overestimates ozone over Sand Mountain. Regardless, the sensitivity simulations have very little effect on the model’s performance at these rural sites (Figure 5). The low daytime bias may be due to the reaction rate of the hydroxyl radical with NO\textsubscript{2} in CBIV that terminates the hydroxyl radical too quickly during the daytime and inhibits the production of ozone through the oxidation of aldehydes (32). This mechanism would be important in rural areas where VOCs from biogenic emissions dominate.
Figure 5. The hourly ozone concentrations averaged in time that were observed (filled boxes) and modeled at the Essex (1st row), Tucker (2nd row), Aldino (3rd row), Conyers (4th row), Arendtsville (5th row) and Sand Mountain (6th row) monitoring sites. The modeled average hourly ozone concentration plots are separated into uniform (left column) and increased variability (right column) groups. The base case (open triangles) is plotted with both groups.

4. Discussion and Implications
In the base case emissions inventory, mobile emissions have the largest temporal variation, and making the temporal variation of this source group uniform caused the largest effects on the 8HRMAX. Particularly, the 8HRMAX decreased in urban areas on days with high (greater than 80 ppbv) ozone by up to 7 ppbv, resulting in a decrease in the number of 80 ppbv exceedances. This result has significant policy implications in terms of calculating relative reductions for demonstrating attainment with the
NAAQS. From a regulatory perspective, the significant decrease in the number of 80 ppbv exceedances in the MU simulations demonstrates that accurate representation of daily variability of mobile emissions is necessary to simulate ozone correctly. The results from this mobile source emissions scenario also demonstrate the upper limits of intentionally shifting traffic patterns as an abatement strategy. If, traffic emissions occurred more at night and less in the day, there would be fewer ozone events. Such a temporal shift might be accomplished by switching to electric cars charged at night, or increasing the number of high occupancy vehicle lanes in a metropolitan region, which would force commuters to drive at off peak hours.

Because point sources are the largest nighttime emitters in the base case emissions inventory, increasing the temporal variation of this source group has the greatest effect. Similar to the result from the MU case, the 8HRMAX and the number of 80 ppbv exceedances increased, but only close to the emissions sources. Near these areas, the 8HRMAX decreases by the same magnitude. This patchy result may be due to the model’s weakness at transporting point source emissions, which underestimates the area and magnitude of ozone generated by point source emissions. Because of this weakness and the nature of the temporal variability of the emissions sectors in the base case emissions inventory, the model appears to be able to respond more realistically to emissions control strategies that target the time of day of emissions from mobile sources, than from point, area, or non-road sources.

We find from comparisons at several monitors that the largest differences between the base case and temporal sensitivity simulations occur in the nighttime (similar to Tao et al. (2004)), especially in urban areas when the mobile emissions temporal distribution is uniform. Specifically, model performance is poor at night, but improves in urban areas when mobile emissions are made uniform in time. Correcting model underestimated nighttime NO\textsubscript{x} emissions and/or overestimated NO\textsubscript{x} losses will enhance the numerical simulation of ozone and our ability to evaluate pollution abatement strategies. Adequate treatment by the model of the night-to-day ozone accumulation process is essential to photochemical modeling (31), and will become especially important as emissions and ozone concentrations decrease.
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